
Brain in 
Gear 

Quick 6!

What castles did William build? (1 point)

Give 2 defensive features of this castle (1 point) 

Name 2 features of the Marcher earldoms (2 points)

Who submitted at Berkhamstead?(2 points)

Why did William win the Battle of Hastings? (3 points)

Who was the strongest contender to the throne in 1066 and why? (4 
points)
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Title: How did the Anglo-Saxon’s resist William 1068-71? Edwin and Morcar 

Learning Objectives
-Describe the events of the revolt of Edwin and Morcar. 
-Explain why Edwin and Morcar revolted. 
-Assess the importance the outcomes of the revolt. 

Rule of law, 
individual 
liberty 

Is it ever 
alright to use 
force against 
a leader / 
government?



How did the Anglo-Saxon’s resist 
William 1068-1071?

1. How has William gained control so far?

2. What were the major forms of 
resistance used against William?

3. How could William solve the problem of 
rebellion?

Challenge: How far is William to blame for 
the problems he faces at this time?

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=kNWoXlAZdkM

Learning Objectives
-Describe the events of the revolt of Edwin and Morcar. 
-Explain why Edwin and Morcar revolted. 
-Assess the importance the outcomes of the revolt. 



Edwin and Morcar
What can you remember 
about these two figures?

What power did they have?

Why did they pose a threat to 
William?

Learning Objectives
-Describe the events of the revolt of Edwin and Morcar. 
-Explain why Edwin and Morcar revolted. 
-Assess the importance the outcomes of the revolt. 



Edwin and Morcar
Edwin (died 1071) was the elder 
brother of Morcar, Earl of 
Northumbria, grandson of Leofric, 
Earl of Mercia. He succeeded to his 
father's title and responsibilities on 
his death in 1062. 

His younger brother, Morcar was 
elected Earl of Northumbria when 
Tostig Godwinson was ejected by 
the Northumbrians (October 3, 
1065). Tostig had been accused of 
robbing churches, depriving men of 
their lands and lives, and acting 
against the law. 



Background
• William takes power in Oct 1066.
• Becomes King in Dec 1066 after submission 

of Earls.
• Rewards followers – Marcher earldoms
• Builds castles to show power & dominance 

& to get control.
• Feels secure enough to go to Normandy in 

in spring 1067.
• Returns in Dec 1067 and control is under 

threat.

Learning Objectives
-Describe the events of the revolt of Edwin and Morcar. 
-Explain why Edwin and Morcar revolted. 
-Assess the importance the outcomes of the revolt. 



What caused the revolt? 
• LAND = L
• PERSONAL = P
• UNFAIR LEADERSHIP BY WILLIAM & THE 

NORMANS = X

CAUSED: Made it happen

KEY WORDS:
Castellan: 
governor of castle
Dominance: power 
& influence over 
others

Extension: Show me that you get this!

• Summarise the causes (LAND, PERSONAL AND 
UNFAIR LEADERSHIP) using no more than 15 
words for each cause.

Learning Objectives
-Describe the events of the revolt of Edwin and Morcar. 
-Explain why Edwin and Morcar revolted. 
-Assess the importance the outcomes of the revolt. 



Nottingham

Warwick

Warwick castle today

Events: What do the rebels 
do? In 1068 Edwin & Morcar 

fled North, joined by many 
others including Edgar 
Aethling and began a 
rebellion in Mercia. 

How was it stopped by 
William?



Read the story of the 
rebellion and summarise each 
event as a picture.

Once complete, write a 
sentence that explains how 
William stopped the 
rebellion.

Challenge: Why do you think 
this rebellion was over so 
quick? Can you predict any 
future problems?

Event

1. 1068 Edwin and Morcar flee 
from William’s court.

2. They head north and are 
joined by many others, protesting 
at the injustice and tyranny of 
William’s rule. Supporters include 
Bleddyn, Lord of Powys (Wales), 
Earls Waltheof and Gospatric of 
Northumbria and Edgar Aethling.

3. William is informed of the 
revolt and takes his forces north, 
building castles on the way. His 
first stop is Warwick in Mercia, 
then Nottingham.

4. Once William took Warwick
Edwin and Morcar surrendered.

5. The citizens of York sent 
hostages to William to show their 
obedience, then the 
Northumbrians did the same.

6. Edgar Aethling fled to 
Scotland and was taken in by 
Malcolm III.

Picture



“The revolt of Edwin and Morcar failed due to a lack of a united cause”. How far do you agree? Explain your 
answer. You may use the following in your answer: 
-Castles 
-William’s army 

You must also use information of your own (16 marks)

For a 16 mark 
question you need to:

1 P.E.E to agree
1 P.E.E to disagree

1 free choice
Conclusion

Plan your answer first

Introduction 

Point 1: Point 2: Point 3:

Judgement
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“The revolt of Edwin and Morcar failed due to a lack of a united cause”. How far do you agree? Explain your 
answer. You may use the following in your answer: 
-Castles 
-William’s army 

You must also use information of your own (16 marks)

Introduction: What are the 
arguments you are going to 

discuss?

Points 1, 2 and 3: What are 
your three main arguments?

Judgement: What do you think 
was the main reason for the 

failure of this rebellion?

Plan your answer first

Introduction Historians argue multiple reasons, including William’s response using force with his 
army, William’s success in asserting power using castle building and Edwin and Morcar’s failures to unite 
rebels behind one strong cause.

Point 1: Lack of united 
cause

Point 2: William’s castle 
building

Point 3: William’s army

Too many different groups involved
(Edwin resentment due to Williams 
promise of his daughter’s hand in 
marriage) (Morcar earldom reduced 
in sie- Copsi given northern part, 
Maerleswein given Yorkshire), 
Edgar Aethling (not granted 
rightful place as king), Earls 
Waltheof and Gospatric of 
Northumbria (links to problems in 
Northumbria from Tostig)

Castles built in Warwick and 
Nottingham to establish power. 
Strategic locations, brings 
William hostages later, status 
symbol and wealth. Protect 
troops

Judgement



“The revolt of Edwin and Morcar failed due to a lack of a united cause”. How far do you agree? Explain your 
answer. You may use the following in your answer: 
-Castles 
-William’s army 

You must also use information of your own (16 marks)

For a 16 mark 
question you need to:

1 P.E.E to agree
1 P.E.E to disagree

1 free choice
Conclusion

Writing frame & advice:

I agree/disagree with the statement that the revolt of 
Edwin and Morcar failed due to a lack of a united cause, 
this is because (make a point in your own words – why did the 
revolt fail?)

For example… (give evidence/detail about what happened and 
why/how the revolt failed)

This shows success/failure because… (explain in your own 
words why this was bad/good and what it would lead to in the 
future)
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